In shape recognition, a multiscale description provides more information about the object, increases discrimination power and immunity to noise. 
Introduction
Silhouette-based object description and recognition is an important task in computer vision. The descriptor must be invariant to size, translation and rotation, and it must be effective in adverse conditions such as noise and occlusion. There are two main types of shape description methods: boundary-based methods and region-based methods. The most common boundarybased shape descriptors are chain codes [1] , autoregressive models [2] , wavelet descriptors [3] , curvature scale space (CSS) [4] , and Fourier descriptors [5] . Common region-based shape descriptors are moments [5] [6] and Generic Fourier Descriptors (GFDs) [7] .
Multiscale shape description is the most promising approach for recognition. Different features of the shape can be obtained at different scales and the combination of these features can increase discrimination power, so increasing the correct classification rate. In addition, it is more robust to noise. There are many boundary-based multiscale description techniques [4] [8] [9] [10] . One of the most influential techniques is curvature scale space (CSS) [4] . This method uses the scale space framework [11] in 1-D space. The boundary of a shape is filtered by LPGF at varying scales (standard deviation). At each scale, the locations of those curvatures zero crossings are designated as one and otherwise as zero. Finally, the obtained binary CSS image is used for matching. In [8] , Fourier descriptors is combined with the wavelet transform to produce multiscale Fourier descriptors for the boundary of a shape. Boundary-based techniques have some limitations. First, they are generally sensitive to noise and variations of shape, since they only use boundary information. Second, in many cases, the object boundary is not complete with disjoint regions or holes. Although many boundary-based multiscale description techniques exist, there is no region-based multiscale description technique in the image space. It is important to note that moments are multiscale approach in the feature space, but not in the image space.
We develop new multiscale Fourier-based object descriptors in 2-D space. We investigate both the LPGF and the HPGF based multiscale representation separately. The LPGF applies smoothing to the object and as scale (standard deviation) decreases, it causes loss of boundary and exterior regions. Therefore using the LPGF at different scales focuses on the inner and central part more than on the boundary of an object. On the other hand, using the HPGF at different scales emphasizes the boundary and exterior parts of an object more than the central part. Part of this work, which uses HPGF for multiscale generation, has been submitted to [12] . In this paper, we extend our approach with LPGF based multiscale description and compare with the HPGF based multiscale description. Our algorithm is organized to achieve size, translation and rotation invariance. First we apply size normalization of the silhouette image and we then compute a Fourier magnitude image that is translation invariant. At this stage, a LPGF or a HPGF with a selection of different scale parameters is applied to the Fourier magnitude image and produces different Fourier magnitude images. The Fourier magnitude images obtained at each scale vary with rotation and are not convenient for matching. To give rotation invariance, each Fourier magnitude image is polar mapped to convert rotation to translation and then Fourier transform of polar image is computed to obtain the Fourier magnitude. Finally, the obtained Fourier magnitude image is size, translation and rotation invariant and provides descriptors of an object at that scale. For classification, the Euclidean distance is calculated separately at each scale and then the average distance is computed for each object. By classifying with average distance, increase immunity to noise as well as increase correct classification rate is observed. Figure 1 shows the proposed algorithm to obtain multiscale Fourier-based object descriptors in 2-D space. Evaluation indicates that the HPGF based multiscale representation performs better than the LPGF based multiscale representation, and in comparison to Zernike moments and elliptic Fourier descriptors with respect to increasing noise. The Fourier-Mellin transform is similar to our algorithm in terms of achieving rotation, size and translation invariance. The Fourier-Mellin transform is a method for rotation, size and translation invariant image feature extraction in 2-D space [13] . The first stage is a 2-D Fourier transform, then the Log-polar transform, and finally another 2-D Fourier transform. The Log-polar transform converts scale and rotation changes to translations. Converting scale change to translation is achieved by logarithmic scaling the radius coordinate of the polar map image [14] . The difference from our new approach is that, we have a filtering approach to create multiscale representation and filtering must be applied to the objects of same size. Because of this reason, object size is normalized as a first step and we do not need to apply logarithmic scaling to the radius coordinate of the polar transformed image.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the proposed multiscale Fourierbased object description with respect to LPGF and HPGF in 2-D space. Section 3 represents classification with multiscale Fourier-based object description. Section 4 concerns evaluation and experimental results and finally Section 5 is conclusions.
2.
Fourier-based description with multiscale representation in 2-D space
We produce multiscale Fourier-based object descriptors in 2-D space. For this purpose, we investigate the LPGF and the HPGF, separately. The new algorithm starts with size normalization of an object using bilinear interpolation. Then, the 2-D Fourier transform is applied, as given in Equation 1, to compute the Fourier magnitude image. 
Classification with multiscale Fourierbased description
The classification is done using the nearest neighbour algorithm. Euclidean distance (Ed) is used to measure similarity between objects and is computed separately in each scale as given below, 
Where Ad represents average distance and B is the number of scales. Classifying with average distance, instead of single scale distance, increase correct classification as well as increase immunity to noise.
Evaluation and experimental results
For evaluation, we use MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 Part B database. There are 1400 images in this dataset, which are pre-segmented and are in binary form. The objects are divided into 70 classes with 20 images in each class. The appearance of these silhouettes changes due to view point with respect to objects (scale, translation and rotation variance), due to non-rigid object motion (e.g. people walking and fish swimming), and due to noise inside shape (e.g digitization and segmentation noise). Some objects from the dataset and their variations are shown in Figure 4 . Leave-one-out crossvalidation is applied to validate classification. Performance evaluation is employed by comparing the multiscale description using LPGF and multiscale description using HPGF with each other as well as with elliptic Fourier descriptors (EFD) and Zernike moments (ZM). The evaluation is achieved with respect to increasing salt and pepper noise. Figure 5 illustrates salt and pepper noise corrupted binary images with increasing density. Although some objects in the dataset contain noise inside the shape, adding salt and pepper type noise cause noise outside the shape as well. Salt and pepper noise is added to all objects in the database; therefore noisy test image is matched with the noisy images from database.
EFD are fast and robust boundary-based shape descriptors. The contour is represented with complex coordinates and then the Fourier expansion is performed to obtain the EFD. To evaluate EFD, we use the algorithm given in [5] . Note that we describe the boundary of the biggest region in the image, since there will be many regions after adding noise.
Zernike moments (ZM) are region-based shape descriptors. They are an orthogonal moment set, which makes optimal utilization of shape information and allows accurate recognition. It is the most potent moment technique for shape description. To evaluate ZM, we use the algorithm given in [6] .
In multiscale description using LPGF, the object size is normalized to be 2500 in a 151 151× image. at each scale. Table 1 and Figure 6 show the correct classification rate (CCR%) of the multiscale description in 2-D using LPGF, of multiscale description in 2-D using HPGF, of ZM and of EFD, with respect to increasing density (D) of salt and pepper noise. CCR is measured as follows,
where c is the total number of correctly classified images and t is the total number of classified images.
It is observed that HPGF based multiscale description performs better than LPGF based multiscale description, ZM and EFD. HPGF based multiscale description achieves 95.5% correct classification rate, while LPGF based multiscale description achieves 90.4%, ZM achieves 90% and EFD achieves 82% without adding noise to the database. As noise increases, the performance of all algorithms decreases and their performances degrade similarly. It is also observed that LPGF based multiscale description and ZM have very close performances. The success of HPGF based multiscale description in 2-D appears due to emphasizing the boundary and exterior parts of objects and also allowing the central part contribute slightly to classification. Although we use a multiscale representation (LPGF or HPGF), the proposed algorithm is easer to compute in comparison to Zernike moments. To obtain the Zernike moments, Zernike polynomials are computed, which are difficult and complex. On the other hand, in our algorithm, we rely on a polar transform and two Fourier transforms that are computed by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
Conclusion
We have presented novel multiscale Fourier-based object descriptors in 2-D space for the purpose of recognition. We have used a low-pass Gaussian filter (LPGF) and a high-pass Gaussian filter (HPGF) for multiscale generation. Our algorithm also makes descriptors size, translation and rotation invariant. Multiscale description using HPGF, which represents the boundary and exterior parts of an object more than the central part, outperforms multiscale description using LPGF, Zernike moments (ZM) and elliptic Fourier descriptors (EFD) with respect to increasing salt and pepper noise in the database. Classifying objects with this new multiscale Fourier-based object description using the HPGF in 2-D space increases immunity to noise and discrimination power. 
